LIST OF "A" ITEMS

for: 3148th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION  
(Economic and Financial Affairs)

date: Brussels, Tuesday 21 February 2012

**Legislative deliberations**

1. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Short Selling and certain aspects of Credit Default Swaps (*first reading*) *(LA+S)*
   - Adoption of the legislative act
     PE-CONS 68/11 EF 164 ECOFIN 818 CODEC 2154 OC 74
     6216/12 CODEC 307 EF 30 ECOFIN 115 OC 46
     + ADD 1 REV 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.02.2012

   a) adoption of the position of the Council in first reading
   b) adoption of the statement of the Council reasons
     18144/11 COMER 248 PESC 1603 CONOP 89 ECO 151 UD 355
     ATO 157 CODEC 2315 OC 83
     + ADD 1
     6212/1/12 REV 1 CODEC 305 COMER 26 PESC 125 CONOP 20 ECO 15
     UD 35 ATO 14 OC 58
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.02.2012

- Approval of the European Parliament's amendments

PE-CONS 79/11 DRS 133 COMPET 624 ECOFIN 896 CODEC 2464 OC 99
  + COR 1 (lt)
  + COR 2 (de)
  + COR 3 (ro)
  + COR 4 (nl)

6202/12 CODEC 302 DRS 17 COMPET 69 ECOFIN 114 OC 45
  + COR 1
  + ADD 1 REV 1

approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 15.02.2012